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Module 1

Name Recognition & MM

Name Recognition!
Goal

your dog understands that her name has
meaning.

What it teaches

9 times out of 10, if you can get your dog to
look at you, and are able to interrupt what she
is doing, she will do the behaviour you ask. It
is also crucial that you know how to use your
dog’s name in a way that is not confusing. I
want YOU aware of when and why you are
using your dog’s name.

Practical Application

Your dog understands that when you say her
name, you need her to be attenitve. This is
also the first step of that all important recall:
your dog will come when called.

The Least Your Dog Needs To Know!
Nothing. She doesn’t even need to know her
name! Even if you think your dog knows her
name, go through the motions. You might be
surprised at how much you have desensitized
the dog to her name by using it meaninglessly
in daily life. What is important is that YOU
become aware of when and how you are
using the dog’s name.

Name Recognition
I see it constantly! And it breaks my heart,
because it is inefficient and causes dogs to
ignore people. .“It.” is a mindless repetition
of the dog.’s name, instead of a working cue
system.

"

Many people use the dog.’s name as some
sort of mantra when the dog is ignoring them.
They repeat,.“Fluffy, Fluffy, FLUFFY!.”

without ever actually sharing with the dog
exactly what they wanted to have happen.

"

Repeating the name in an ever increasing
volume or nastier tone does not help the dog
understand what it was that you wanted.

"

Instead, teach your dog what you want her to
know and then use a consistent cue to tell
your dog specifically what you would like her
to do. Think about how much more effective
it would be to say, .“Fluffy, Sit..”

"

When properly taught, this is both simple and
wildly effective..“Fluffy,.” means: .“hey, dog
of mine, I need your attention..” .“Sit,.”
means: place your bum on the ground and
wait for your next cue. Now that is effective
communication!

"
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The Recall
Name Recognition is the beginning of your
dog.’s recall. Do a good job with this! Do not
assume that your dog knows his name, or put
up with him knowing his name only when it
is convenient! You are building a foundation
for the all-important and life-saving
recall(coming when called).

"

If your dog is very short, make sure your
hand is touching your knee or calf and hold
the treat there so she can come up and get it.
If your dog is taller, hold your hand on your
body at a height that is comfortable for her.

"

It is important that your dog comes in to you
to get the treat. It is well documented that
animals gravitate to the placement of the
reinforcement. This means that how you
deliver the reinforcer is information.

"

If you hand the treat out to your dog you are
telling her to come to within arm.’s reach, but
no further.

"

Since many dogs are made uncomfortable by
proximity and people bending over them, this
is a great opportunity to send the message
that you are safe and want your dog to come
in closely to you. Just as sloppy leash
handling sends inadvertent messages, so does
sloppy reinforcement delivery.

"
"

"

Do This To Teach Name Recognition:
✴
✴
✴
✴

Say your dog.’s name
Click & Treat OR just Treat
Walk or back up 2 to 3 steps
Repeat (20) to (30) times
What Should I Be Looking For?

Reinforcement Delivery
When delivering the reinforcer (giving the
treat) make sure your hand is touching
your body.

Name Recognition & MM

Immediate orientation toward you upon
hearing her name. If the dog is at a distance,
she should swing around and begin moving
toward you as soon as she hears her name.

"

Place the behaviour on a variable schedule of
reinforcement.

"

Don’t let that lingo intimidate you. It is easy:
to do this you will begin reinforcing only
some occurrences of the behaviour.

"

Once your dog has a good understanding and
is getting it right 80% of the time, you can
use fewer treats.

"

Eventually, if you use the behaviour
frequently, which will keep it fresh in the
dog.’s mind, you will not need to follow up
with any treats at all.

"

For instance, about a week or two after
teaching my dog the cue .“Sit.” I never have
to .“feed.” that behaviour again! It is used so
frequently that my dog knows and
understands what is required very well. The
only reason I might feed a Sit after this is if it
is in brand new or very distracting
circumstances.

"
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"

Name Recognition & MM

Oh yes! That’s the look you
want when you say your dog’s
name! Alert, calm and ready to
work with you."

"
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Foundation Skills Bootcamp Worksheet

"

Name Recognition (It kind of morphs into a recall)

In this worksheet it says to Mark & Treat. If you are a Clicker trainer, you know what to do:
Click then Treat. If you are a person who prefers a verbal Memory Marker, you can use your
designated word (such as “Yes”) and then Treat.

"

How would I do it? I would 60 to 75% of the time just feed out of silence. In the very beginning
stages, that is the first 10 repetitions, I would probably repeat my recall word, “Here,” just
before I fed the treat. I think it is more useful to keep pairing the new cue word with the treat
than to use a generic Memory Marker. I might also randomly use a Click & Treat or a Yes &
Treat.
Yup, that’s right I might use ALL of the above. Why? As long as my philosophy remains the
same and I approximate well, I don’t think it matters so much.

"

What I am really doing is teaching the dog that there are several ways to communicate. At any
given time any one of those communication methods might be most convenient for me, the
trainer. So I install anything I think I might need or want to use later.
What is important is that you present a consistent pattern to the dog.
That is:
✴ Dog’s Name
✴ Recall Word
✴ Followed by a Treat

"

I think the most training mileage here is repeat the recall word & Treat OR feed out of silence.
Why? Because if I am working a performance dog I can’t be talking to them all the time, it is
too distracting, and in some cases, illegal in the ring. Repeating or Pairing the word with the
deed is like playing a Word Association Game with the dog. The dog learns that sound (that we
call a word) is relevant and pertains to them.

"

So below when it says Mark & Treat - you could:
✴
✴
✴
✴

"

Feed out of silence
Click & Treat
“Yes” & Treat
“Here” & Treat

None of these would be wrong. All of them will train your dog.
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Name Recognition Worksheet
Can You Do This?

Dates
&
# of Reps

Name Recognition & MM
Comments

Install Name Recognition.

The first 5 reps use a Clicker.
The second 5 reps use a Verbal
Memory Marker
The third set of 5 reps touch her
collar and feed out of silence.
The fourth set of 5 reps repeat
your recall word then deliver the
treat.

Use Name Recognition at least 20 times a
day. Do this for at least 5 days. Then you can
use it as you need it.

Use various techniques as
discussed above.

Someone holds your dog and you step about
5 steps away. say your dog’s name and then
add “Come” or “Here.” The person releases
your dog when you say the recall word.
When your dog comes to you, put your hand
on her collar and Mark & Treat.

If you have trouble touching your
dog’s collar, then you need to do
Collar Touches first. They are in
this module.Do this about 3 to 10
times at this distance, then increase
the number of steps 2 steps at a
time.

Someone holds your dog, and you step about
10 steps away. Say your dog.’s name, and
then add your recall word. The helper
releases your dog and she comes to you.

Put your hand on her collar and
then Mark & Treat.
Do this about 3 to 10 times, then
increase the number of steps
gradually, until you are quite a
distance. Do this in a safe area!

With your dog dragging a long line or in a
safe fenced area, say her name and then your
recall word.

When your dog comes to you,
touch her collar and Mark & Treat.

In the house from another room, or outside
(safely - dragging a long line or in a fenced
area) call your dog.

When she comes Mark & Treat.
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Name Recognition Worksheet
Can You Do This?

Dates
&
# of Reps

Name Recognition & MM
Comments

In the house from another room, or outside
(safely - dragging a long line or in a fenced
area) call your dog. Basically it is the same
situation as above, but you will introduce a
“you don’t get a treat every time” idea to
your dog. This is called a variable schedule
of reinforcement.

The first time your dog comes,
touch her collar and Mark & Treat.
Release her. The second time you
call her, use your Memory Marker.
(Here is an instance I might use
the verbal Memory Marker.) Give
her a pet. But do not give her a
treat. She may beg. Do not give in
just because she is cute, otherwise
she is training you instead of the
other way around. Allow your dog
to be bored and walk away. When
she does, Call her. This time Mark
& Treat.

Practice calling your dog several times a day:
in the house, on your walks, in the yard,
everywhere! Sometimes she gets a treat.
Sometimes she gets just the Memory Marker.
Sometimes she gets to play ball. Sometimes
she gets her ears rubbed.

You can see the pattern here: We
are using a huge variety of
reinforcers, so we do not have to
rely on only food treats.

"
"
How many locations have you used to practice Name Recognition/Recall?
"
"
"
"
How many situations or contexts were you able to use Name Recognition/Recall?
"
"
"
How many steps away have you worked up to? Can you be out of sight in certain situations?
"
"
"
"
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Reinforcement Schedule Tips:
Every time you go to a new location, begin with a Fixed Schedule. That is the first 3 reps she
gets a treat regularly, every time she looks or moves closer to you.
After the 3 reps, begin a Variable Schedule. That might look something like this:

Trial 01: Treat
Trial 02: Treat
Trial 03: No Treat - a pet
Trial 04: Treat
Trial 05: No Treat, when the dog gets to you run around joyfully with her.
Trial 06: No Treat, give her some loving! - Calmly though. Don’t get her so excited she becomes
disobedient. We will proof for that later. But not right now.
Trial 07: 2 Treats
Trial 08:Treat
Trial 09:No Treat, just “good girl”
Trail 10:Treat

"

This is an example of a Variable Schedule of Reinforcement using:
Variable Ratio (sometimes one treat, sometimes 2 treats)
Reinforcement Variety - we used a variety of things the dog likes
Variable Interval - we didn’t feed a treat, for instance, every five seconds

"
"
"

Book References:
Get Connected With Your Dog p. 124
Puppy Problems p. 92
Aggression in Dogs in the Protocols Section
Foundation Behaviours for Every Dog DVD

"

Reinforcement Schedules References
Check out the index in Get Connected With Your Dog and Puppy Problems
Discussed on the Foundation Behaviours For Every Dog DVD
In this course Reinforcement Schedules are explored in detail in Module #5.

"
"
"
"
"
"
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Establishing a Memory Marker!

"

Goal

You establish a way to communicate to your
dog that she is exhibiting a desired behaviour

What it teaches

Dogs and humans come equipped with their
own unique and separate language. If we want
to be able to train a dog humanely &
effectively, we must first communicate with
her in a manner that she can understand

Practical Application

Your dog understands that a Memory Mark
gives her information. The Memory Mark
means you approve of the behaviour she is
currently doing.

"
"

"

“bridge” representing the time between the
occurrence of the Mark and the reinforcer
being given to the animal) is the favorite of
marine mammal trainers, while behaviorists
seem to prefer the rather dry term of
Conditioned Reinforcer.

"

My own favorite is Memory Marker because I
think that tells the story best. I have shortened
this to Mark or Marker, in everyday
conversation, because it is, well, shorter.

The Least Your Dog Needs To Know!
You have established what you are going to
use to reinforce behaviour in your dog.
You have completed the worksheet in What
Does Your Dog Like? Communication
Skills For Humans Who Are Trying To Talk
To Dogs.

“A Rose By Any Other Name…” and
All That
No matter what you call it, a Secondary or
Conditioned Reinforcer, a Bridge, a Reward
Mark, a Memory Marker, an Event Marker, no
matter the name the function is the same!
Technical literature uses a variety of ordinary
terms for this useful and magical word.

"

Reward Mark is the term most commonly
used amongst dog trainers, Bridge (the

"
"

One of the most important functions of the
Marker is that it serves as a memory aid. What
is learning anyway?

"

Remembering to do a certain behaviour at a
certain time or on a particular cue. The
Marker tells the animal: “Out of the millions
of behaviours you do today remember this,
we’ll need it later.” A Marker is used to
designate the desired behaviour the instant it
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occurs, calling the dog’s attention to this
moment in time, and the behaviour he is in the
midst of as you Mark it.

What to use as a Marker
Clickers make an excellent Marker. Because
the clicker makes a sound unique in the dog’s
environment, it is very salient for the dog. The
clicker “works on a sub-cortical level,”2 which
is why it is so fast and effective. It reduces
processing time.

"

I used a clicker religiously for years, but once
my training skills were very proficient and I
had lots of other ways to communicate with
my dog systematically installed, I find that
now I seldom use a clicker. For a few reps in
the Acquisition Stage, sure. To fix problems at
a distance later or that require super precise
timing, yes. The rest of the time, honestly, not
so much.

"

What a clicker does teach trainers is better
timing, and therefore has great value to me as
an instructor. It gets people out of many
sloppy habits. And on a lighter note, it
increases your ability to juggle the dog, the
leash, the treats, the clicker…

"

So for this exercise I want you to use a verbal
and go through the steps and also use a clicker
and do them a second time. Your dog won’t
mind the extra treats. It is handy sometimes to
have both installed, and good dexterity
practice for you

"

This is all about having a variety of ways to
convey information to your dog so that the
communication system itself is not the holdup
in the learning process.

Name Recognition & MM

Some ideas for verbal Marker’s are, “Yes,”
“Wow,” “Good.” Just make it short and sweet
and keep it consistent. This means your tone
of voice, as well as the word itself. Do not use
a word that you use often in daily language,
because every time the dog hears the word
casually, it can have the effect of “watering”
down the significance of the word as a
Marker.

"

It is entirely possible to use a verbal Marker
sometimes and a clicker other times. My own
dogs know and understand both a verbal
Marker and a clicker used as a Marker. A
clicker is extremely handy and installs
behaviour quickly for initially teaching a
specific behaviour. A clicker also has the
benefit of making you very aware of what
specific behaviour you are Marking for the
dog.

"

On the other hand, you always have your
voice handy, so on those occasions you don’t
have a clicker with you, or you are past
installing the behaviour, your voice will work
perfectly as a Marker.

"

There are times when I use a release of
pressure to indicate the desired response,
rather than an auditory signal. But, for now, I
am going to teach you how to install an
auditory Marker.

The Memory Marker
What is the word you are going to use as your
Memory Marker?
Yes
Wow
Good
Other______________
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Are you going to use a Clicker in your
training? If so,
you need to have one available. You can find
them at pet stores or on the internet from
www.dogwise.com.

Do This To Teach a Memory Marker:
I use .“Yes.” as my Memory Marker. When
you see that
word, you may substitute whatever word you
have
used as your Memory Marker.
✴ Say “Yes.” Do not do anything else! Do
not talk any more or move around or be
fumbling around for the treat! Stand still.
Be quiet in your body language, your
mind and your mouth. Only say the word
you are using for the Memory Marker.
Nothing else! Additional talking will only
confuse your dog at this point.
✴ Pause approximately ó second.
✴ Deliver the food treat in a deliberate
manner.

The above sequence will now be
referred to as Mark & Treat

means that how you deliver the reinforcer is
information. If you hand the treat out to your
dog you are telling her to come to within
arm.’s reach, but no further.
Now for the Repetitions (Building the Neural
Pathway)

✴ Walk forward or back up two or three
steps. By now it is usually pretty hard to
get rid of the dog!
✴ Do not confuse the issue by using the
dog’s name for this exercise. You are
installing the Marker only.
✴ Mark & Treat
✴ Move a few steps
✴ Mark & Treat
✴ Repeat the above pattern 5-15 more times.

"

To Install a Clicker as the Memory Marker,
follow the above steps, substituting the “click”
for the spoken word.

"

Now you may begin to use your Memory
Marker to provide the dog with pertinent
information.

Reinforcement Delivery

When delivering the reinforcer for this
exercise (giving the treat) make sure your
hand is touching your body. It is important
that your dog comes in to you to get the treat.
It is well documented that animals gravitate to
the placement of the reinforcement. This

"
"
"
"
"

Name Recognition & MM

What Should I Be Looking For?

✴ Success has everything to do with your
timing: Say the Memory Mark, then follow
quickly with the treat.
✴ Soon you should see your dog orient
toward you, in anticipation of the treat, as
soon as she hears the word.

"
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Memory Marker Worksheet

"

Can You Do This?

Name Recognition & MM

Dates
&
# of Reps

Comments

I have watched the video & read my
handouts on Name Recognition & Memory
Markers.
I have installed Name Recogition.
I have chosen a word for my Memory
Marker. It is:

"
"

_______________________

I may also use a clicker, and I have
that handy. I can use both! (Brenda
uses both because it increases her
trainer skills, timing and because
then she can smugly have opinions
about both techniques - and be
smug because she KNOWS. She is
not guessing about her opinion.
And now, neither are you.)

Install the Memory Mark, according to the
directions above and do the repetitions to
burn the neural pathway.
Once installed, immediately begin to use
your Marker to provide your dog with
pertinent information and so you become
proficient with this idea and the mechanical
skill.
Practice using your new Memory Mark with
a known behaviour, such as Sit.

"
"

The danger of a Fixed Schedule will become
apparent here if you do this more than 3 to
10 times. Because the dog will Sit
immediately and then just as immediately
pop up out of the sit!

Say, “Sit,” and immediately when
the dog’s bottom hits the ground,
*Mark
*Deliver the treat immediately
following the Mark.

"

Note: not at the same time as the
Mark. Mark, pause 1/2 second,
then… Deliver the treat
immediately following the Mark.

"

This mechanical skill is all about
you being aware of doing only
one thing at a time to be clear in
your language and intent.

"
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Memory Marker Worksheet

"

Can You Do This?

Name Recognition & MM

Dates
&
# of Reps

Now cue for the Sit and wait for a count of
1-2…

Comments

…until you Mark & deliver the
reinforcer.
This is a brief lesson in how you
begin to build duration into a
behaviour.

Practice using the Memory Mark with other
know behaviours.
Integrate this communication system into
your daily life.

"
"

Your Marker Does Not Mean “Good
Dog” per se
I know you love your dog. You are not
feeding her treats to tell her you love her. You
are giving treats because, when used
properly, they give you a way to bridge the
communication gap that naturally exists
between dogs and people! A Marker provides
the dog with valuable and concise
information about his current behaviour. The
treat is used to make the Marker meaningful
to your dog. While training, when you feed
your dog a treat it is of the utmost importance
to remember you are not feeding your dog a
treat, you are feeding the behaviour a treat.
Always keep this uppermost in your thoughts
so you do not stray from your purpose and
confuse your dog.

"
"

Your Marker is NOT an AttentionGetter
Using your Marker as an attention-getter will
backfire on you. Why? Because once your
dog understands the use of the Marker,
whatever behaviour he is currently doing
when he hears the Marker becomes the
reinforced, ultimately the remembered,
behaviour. That means the dog will repeat
whatever behaviour was just Marked. If your
dog is looking away from you and you use a
clicker to get the dog.’s attention back on
you, then what you just actually taught your
dog was to look away. In this scenario the
dog believes her looking away behaviour is
what caused you to click and then to treat her.

The Mark As A Continuation Cue
Clicker purists use the “click” to end the
behaviour.(For an informative short course
about that technique, a good video is Clicker
Magic by Karen Pryor (1997).
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A good book is Click! For Success by Lana
Mitchell(1997). There are more recent
materials available, but these are two of my
favorites. I also have a book about clicker
training: Positive Reinforcement: Training
Dogs In The Real World.

"

Over the years, I have developed a
communication system that is wonderfully
versatile and creates a very sophisticated
training partner. When I use a clicker, which I
often use to initially teach a behavior,
the“click” ends that specific behaviour, but I
have also taught the dog to then come over to
me and wait for the next cue. Once I have the
Acquisition of the behaviour“jump started,” I
don’t continue to use a clicker indefinitely.

"

For me, the clicker is primarily a tool I
use during Acquisition of a behaviour. I
use it at other times, but rarely.

"

At that point, I find that using the verbal
Marker as a “keep going” cue and having an
additional Stand By Cue allows training to be
less interrupted and to flow more smoothly
than if you allow the Marker itself to “end”
the behaviour.

"

You may use a Marker either way; as the
clicker purists choose (the click ends the
behaviour) or you can combine techniques as
I do (Click ends a behaviour. A verbal Mark,
such as “Yes” is used as a continuation cue:
Yes, you are headed in the right direction,

Name Recognition & MM

keep working along that same track.) but you
must be consistent.

"

You cannot use a Marker as a continuation
cue(meaning: keep going, you are on the
right track) one day and an End Behaviour
Cue the next. Decide now how you are going
to work, and be consistent with how you use
it.

"

Therefore, I use the Marker itself as a
continuation cue: not only does the Marker
come to mean,“Remember this specific
behaviour, we will need it later,” it also tells
the dog, “You are on the right track - keep
working.” Or in the case of a new behaviour,
“You have the right idea - keep going with
that idea.”

"

For the Boot Camp course, we will be
using the system I use.
If you are using a clicker, “click” ends the
behaviour.

"

When you are using your voice it can be used
as a continuation cue, or to end the behaviour.
Since the dog doesn’t know which, he will
keep trying hard, until you re-cue him to
another behaviour, or release him with and
End Behaviour or Stand By Cue (which we
will discuss at length in this same Module.)

"

Book References:
Get Connected With Your Dog p. 126
Puppy Problems p. 95
Aggression in Dogs in the Protocols Section
Foundation Behaviours for Every Dog DVD
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